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 What do we care about in tape solution?
 Meta archival and tape
 Tape TCO modelling
 Summary

OUTLINE



 Tape storage in hyperscale is relatively new and still evolving
- We are learning as we develop the tape solution and increase in scale

 Need collective effort between hyperscaler customers and supply partners to 
shape the tape use case to its strength
- Example 1: Olympic athletes100 meter dasher and marathon runner
Both are great athletes, but they will not win a medal If not in the right event

- Example 2: HDD vs SSD

Tape  in Hyperscale r



What  Do We  Care  About  Tape  Solut ion?

 Normalized TCO for the storage solution
- Technology growth: drive and media recording density and capacity growth
- Costs of data IOs
 Serviceability and availability of the tape system
 Library fill time - days required to write storage capacity of library

- Rewrite Rate (Touch Rate): how fast the full library capacity can be written
 Power - power draw per unit of logical storage capacity
 Density - Storage capacity per unit floor space

- Capacity per library rack
- Size per rack
 Supply and ecosystems
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St orage  Cos t  P yram id  

 Tape is placed (and assumed) STRAIGHT at 
the lowest cost tier in the storage pyramid.

 Understand and demystify some of the tape 
TCO to better utilize and optimize tape

- Components and drivers for the tape TCO
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 Fixed frame/overhead costs and expenses
- Higher capacity will help reduce the % of frame/overhead 
 Cartridge costs

- Relatively simple: cartridge price / capacity
- Often viewed as the cost of tape storage but it is only the partial cost
 Data movement (IO) costs

- Scaled by the IO throughput rate
- Driven by the costs and expenses of drive, network, and data staging 

Tape  Sys t em  TCO Com ponent s
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A Close r Look a t  t he  IO Im pact s  on TCO

TCO is much more sensitive to TR when 
removing cartridges to increase TR



 TCO depends on system configuration and sensitive to IO (# of 
rewrites per year) 
 From TCO perspective, tape systems is more preferred toward at 

lower IO region
 If IO needs to increase beyond the fully a loaded tape library system 

by reducing cartridge count, a higher cost of IO will incur.

TCO SUMMARY
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